
QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE FROM MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 

 

Questions Answers 

1. COUNCILLOR YVONNE CONSTANCE 
 

 
The Council Budget agreed for 2021/22 included £200,000 
secured by the previous administration to develop a 

process to introduce 20mph speed limits for all Town and 
Parish Councils wanting safer speeds.  Can the Cabinet 

member please report any developments towards such a 
process, and what progress we can report to our Parish 
Councils who wish to prepare for this opportunity? 

 

COUNCILLOR DUNCAN ENRIGHT, CABINET MEMBER FOR TRAVEL AND 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

 
The project is progressing, and we have held our first 20mph steering group. 
 

The expectation is that a report setting out the council’s new policy and 
countywide approach for 20mph will be presented to Cabinet for a decision in the 

Autumn.  
 
We are working with 20-is-plenty, who are on the steering group, as one route of 

connecting with the many parish councils interested in the county council’s new 
approach and commitments. 

 
Five trial locations to look at the impact of signage only and different potential 
traffic management measures are being delivered as part of the programme . 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION 

 

Thank you for the written answer and I am relieved to see 
confirmation that this project will proceed as the Liberal 
Democrat/Greens voted against our budget in February 

this year we did not know the status of this project in the 
new administration.  Can we know please who sits on this 

Steering Group; which 5 locations have been included in 
the trial and how every parish council will be assured of an 
opportunity to be included in the project and to be 

considered for whatever standards are established? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWER 

 

Yes, thank you Councillor Constance and may I say as well thank you for your 
service to this County as well as a former Cabinet Member in this very portfolio 
and it is rather intimidating to be questioned by your predecessor at your first 

opportunity to answer questions. 
 

I am very pleased to say that we have made significant progress on the Steering 
Group.  The three councillors who are from the Cabinet, are members of the 
Environment & Place team which is myself. Cllr Sudbury and Cllr Bearder and we 

are working with officers on a toolkit which will allow 20mph limits to be 
established right across this County and talking about ways in which we can 

accelerate the work in this area.  We believe this to be important, we know there 
is a great deal of demand from parishes across the County for this measure, so 
we are acting with urgency to bring this about and we will be working very closely 

with the City, districts and parishes and town councils across the County in order 
to bring this about.   



Questions Answers 

 
The five trial locations I will have to get back to be you on, but the ones that I 

know are four in the area around Wallingford and one in Kirtlington. 
 

2. COUNCILLOR YVONNE CONSTANCE 

 

 
Our neighbour Swindon Borough Council has embarked 

on an 18-month programme to enlarge 2 major 
roundabouts on A420 near their border with Oxfordshire.  

At the same time OCC has started work to construct a new 
roundabout on A420 near Highworth Road and any traffic 
management has not been effective, so traffic is diverting 

through the villages and residents are complaining about 
numbers of vehicles, especially HGVs, and the speed of 

vehicles through their streets. 
 
Can the Cabinet member please report what planning was 

undertaken with Swindon Borough Council before this 
major disruption to a major route between Swindon and 

Oxford?  Was any plan agreed under the Statement of 
Common Ground between the two authorities?  What 
better management can be introduced now to relieve the 

villages of some of this traffic?  Is it possible to divert all 
through traffic, HGVs included, to M4 and A34 which is the 

intended ‘strategic route’ for all traffic in OCC current Local 
Transport Plan? 
 

COUNCILLOR DUNCAN ENRIGHT, CABINET MEMBER FOR TRAVEL AND 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 

I can confirm that liaison with colleagues at Swindon Borough Council regarding 

the refurbishment of the roundabouts on the A420 just over the border took place. 
Swindon installed traffic management to allow for the controlled passage of 

vehicles through the site.  
 
Unfortunately, at the same time, Highways England have been operating night-

time closures of the M4 and diverting traffic along the strategic diversion route of 
the A420 and A34.  

 
Both sets of works are causing delays on the approaches to the roundabout and 
these are being controlled by manually operated traffic lights.  

 
There should be no roadworks currently on the A420 junction with Highworth 

Road, although we did grant a permit for some limited works within March 2021, 
but these are now completed. We have no Permits pending in the system for 
works for a roundabout in the system for Highworth Road (Shrivenham) and the 

A420, but we have had some very preliminary conversations with Carla Homes 
representatives about the potential works. It is understood that these works would 

not start until 2022, at the earliest.  
 
Decisions to grant future roadwork Permits in this area will take into account other 

works on the A420 and the network management team will seek to co-ordinate 
and mitigate to minimise further disruption as far as possible.  

 
The Statement of Common Ground between Oxfordshire County Council and 
Swindon Borough Council is in relation to the Swindon Borough Local Plan 2016 

Examination and does not refer to ongoing or proposed roadworks. 
 



Questions Answers 

A meeting between officers at the County Council and Highways England to look 
at the Strategic Diversion Routes within the County is in the process of being 

arranged. We do have to recognise that currently the A420 (Swindon to Oxford) is 
part of the strategic diversion network and is part of the County Councils Freight 

Strategy for Oxfordshire as a link between large towns. We are however 
reviewing this as part of the Local Transport and Connectivity Plan work.  
 

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION 

 
Thank you for the answer on the question on the 

management of the traffic on the A420.  Traffic lights do 
not of course divert traffic away from the villages that are 
taking the burden of these works, there is of course a 

rather inconsistent position on the A420 in the Local 
Transport Plan (the current one), Local Transport Plan 4, 

the strategic routes for all traffic from Swindon are the M4 
and A34, but I note in the officer’s response that A420 is 
somehow designated a freight route.  That is considered in 

the new Local Transport Plan and we know that that will 
happen.  Meanwhile, could I ask which colleagues met to 

decide the current Transport Plan or Traffic Plan that is 
doing nothing for the villages, the local member was not 
included nor informed. Could you note this. Could we ask 

officers to state exactly what the Traffic Plan that has been 
introduced requires and what it is intended to achieve? 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWER 

 
Yes, thank you very much.  I don’t know about the membership of that group, but 

I will certainly ask/consult officers and get back to you. Thank you as well for 
giving me an opportunity to tee-up the important work which the Council is about 
the undertake or is in the process of undertaking on the new Local Transport and 

Connectivity Plan.  This is crucial to the future of our County taking into account 
the climate emergency, the traffic situation across our County and urge all 

members to play a part in making sure that that is the best possible plan we can 
have as a follow up to LTP4. 
 



Questions Answers 

3. COUNCILLOR EDDIE REEVES 
 

 
Further to the petition tabled by Simon Ruff to Full Council 

on 23 March, will the Cabinet member undertake to 
prioritise implementation of residents' parking schemes for 
market towns such as Banbury including, notably, the town 

centre streets mentioned in Mr Ruff’s petition? 
 

COUNCILLOR TIM BEARDER, CABINET MEMBER FOR HIGHWAY 
MANAGEMENT 

 
You may be aware that towards the end of this year it is planned for parking 

enforcement in South, Vale and Cherwell district areas to transfer from the Police 
to the County Council as part of the Civil Parking Enforcement (CPE) project.  In 
Oxford City, the authority has a successful track record of implementing and 

running permit parking schemes, which can benefit residents and their visitors in 
areas where extraneous parking causes a problem. A key factor of their success 

is enforcement, and the delivery of this project will open opportunities for new 
resident parking schemes to be considered. 
 

At present the priority to ensure the successful delivery of Civil Parking 
Enforcement powers, of which there is a lot to do.  We are therefore not currently 

actively working on proposed schemes at this time, but officers continue to collate 
requests of this nature. As part of our preparations, we will be ensuring we have 
the right levels of resource to manage the likely number of new parking related 

requests and scheme that are possible following the implementation of CPE.  
 

The consideration of new Controlled Parking Zones will be dependent on a 
number of factors including strategic objectives, potential funding, levels of local 
support and officer resources to deliver schemes. Such policies will be developed 

as CPE evolves.  A Councillor steering group with representatives from each 
authority is proposed to consider such issues, similar to the arrangements already 
operating within the Oxford City boundary.  

 
SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION 

 

Yes, I do Chair not least because I don’t understand the 
heavily manicured answer that I have been given.  My 

supplementary is very simple will Banbury be a priority for 
CPE roll-out – yes or no? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWER 

 

I think that was made clear in the answer already provided, we are not prioritising 
anywhere at the moment. 

 



Questions Answers 

4. COUNCILLOR EDDIE REEVES 
 

Given the Liberal Democrats' and Greens' opposition to 
housing targets across rural Oxfordshire during the 

election campaign and the newly formed administration, 
will the Leader now commit to working with the Deputy 
Leader and her colleagues on Oxford City Council to 

ensure that we increase the supply of social and 
(genuinely) affordable housing within the City? 

 

COUNCILLOR LIZ LEFFMAN, LEADER OF THE COUNCIL 

 

Yes, we are happy to work with the Deputy Leader and her colleagues on Oxford 
City Council to support increasing the supply of social and (genuinely) affordable 

housing within the City.  Although the provision of affordable housing is a City 
rather than County matter, we are fully supportive of the City’s policies to increase 
the supply of affordable housing. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION 

 
Yes, I am very grateful for this answer.  My supplementary 

is very simple - is Oxford City Council doing enough on 
housing – yes or no? 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWER 

 
Thank you, Councillor Reeves.   It is not for me to judge what Oxford City Council 

is doing regarding housing that is their business.  But obviously we are supportive 
of any measures that might go forward to improve availability of affordable 

housing wherever it is across this County and we will support any of our districts 
in finding suitable land for doing that. 
 

5. COUNCILLOR EDDIE REEVES 

 

 

How many LTNs have (i) been implemented by this 
Council, (ii) how many more are planned and (iii) will the 
Leader ensure that the three Cabinet members with an 

interest in this policy area listen to residents' concerns 
following the recent protests in Cowley and elsewhere? 
 

COUNCILLOR TIM BEARDER, CABINET MEMBER FOR HIGHWAY 

MANAGEMENT 

 

Three low traffic neighbourhoods have been implemented in Cowley – in Church 
Cowley, Temple Cowley and Florence Park. Each area is implemented under an 
Experimental Traffic Regulation Order, which has a statutory six-month public 

consultation period running alongside it. The public consultation dates and link 
are as below:  

 
https://consultations.oxfordshire.gov.uk/Cowley_ExperimentalLowTraffic  
 

Church Cowley ETRO went live 1 March 2021 
Florence Park ETRO went live 8 March 2021 

Temple Cowley ETRO went live 15 March 2021 
 
 

 

https://consultations.oxfordshire.gov.uk/Cowley_ExperimentalLowTraffic


Questions Answers 

There are a further six low traffic neighbourhoods proposed in two areas – East 
Oxford and Headington/Quarry. The East Oxford area has three low traffic 

neighbourhoods proposed – St Marys, St Clements and Divinity Road area. An 
initial pre-statutory consultation for this area closed at midnight on the 29th June. 

Headington and Quarry area also has three low traffic neighbourhoods proposed 
– New Headington, Old Headington and Quarry. The pre-statutory consultation 
date for this area has not yet been confirmed. LTN has not yet been confirmed, 

key stakeholder meetings have taken place. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION 

 
Yes, I would just like it noted that this was a question to 
the Leader originally as (iii) makes clear, but I am content 

to make my supplementary to Councillor Bearder none the 
less.  I wanted to ask him a very simple supplementary – 

does he regret the demonstrations of the Cowley Road 
and elsewhere pursuant to the Low Traffic 
Neighbourhood’s policy and would he apologise to those 

residents concerned? 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWER 

 
Well important change to tackle climate change to make our streets safer, with 
less pollution and less accidents will create opposition as a lot the Conservative’s 

did in their administration which created a great deal of opposition.  So, whilst I 
regret that people feel put out by the necessary change that we are bringing in we 

can’t let a noisy minority distract us from what is vital to get things done. 
 

6. COUNCILLOR YVONNE CONSTANCE 

 

 
On 18th June I noted the announcement that from 

December 2021, powers to enforce minor traffic offences 
will be extended to transport authorities outside London 

and Cardiff for the first time.  This will empower 
Oxfordshire County Council to enforce banned turns, box 
junctions and driving in formal cycle lanes and impose £70 

fines for infringement without referring to the police.  
 

Please inform Council what the full extent of these powers 
will be: will OCC be able to introduce ANPR cameras on 
streets other than bus lanes? Will OCC be able to enforce 

weight restrictions (as was expected)?  Will any speed 

COUNCILLOR TIM BEARDER, CABINET MEMBER FOR HIGHWAY 

MANAGEMENT 

 
Officers in the County Council’s Parking Team are aware of the general 

announcement relating to the provision of Traffic Management Act 2004 – Part 6 
of powers being made available to Local Authorities outside London from 

December 2021 (delayed from July 2021).  As yet, no details have come from 
Central Government on the extent of the powers that will be made available, if 
they will be automatically granted to Local Authorities or whether, as a County 

Council, we will need to apply for the powers from the Department for Transport. 
However, we are not expecting that the enforcement of speed limits will be part of 

the package of powers. This will remain with the Police. Depending on the extent 
of the powers, Officers will be considering the options available to the County 
Council and the level of investment required to implement.  
 



Questions Answers 

limits be directly enforceable by OCC? 
 

And what plans does OCC have to implement these 
powers as soon as they are authorised? They have been 

long promised and OCC should be prepared to use them 
as soon as possible. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION 

 
Thank you, Councillor Bearder for the written response.   

What really matters I think, is how soon we will know what 
powers are available, how we acquire them, and there is a 
great interest particularly with we rural councillors as to 

whether we will be able to enforce weight restrictions.  We 
are seeking to consider weight restrictions all over this 

County I know, but most particularly in my division.  So, I 
look forward to further information from you and from the 
officers.  Will there be further information as soon as you 

have it please? 

SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWER 

 
Thank you, Councillor Constance.  As she well knows, the Government have yet 

to give us any details on what powers they will be devolving to the local councils. 
Currently the Conservative Government won’t allow Police to keep the money 
that they make from speeding fines which is apparently a ludicrous system 

because it means that it is a disincentive to the Police to operate speeding fines 
on our unsafe roads, without doing so at a loss because they must manage that 

process.  So, there is no telling what powers will be given to use at present, 
although it is unlikely to be speed enforcement.  I expect that anything that we are 
going to be doing with these cameras, we will be doing with one hand behind our 

backs.  I would urge Councillor Constance that if she wants to free us to do 
exactly what we need to do to make our roads safer, she will lobby her colleagues 

in Central Government. 
 

 


